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DECONDITIONED are a 4-piece from Seattle.
The band has a self-released ep and LP under
their belts of which we have featured both on
the radio show. The band plays a style of revival
hardcore that is influenced by mid to late 80’s
thrash that invokes bands like ATTITUDE
ADJUSTMENT and STARK RAVING MAD
with healthy doses of the second wave of
BLACK FLAG to build around. They played
live in Studio 3 on Sunday July 24th and here is
a transcription from a rushed interview that
took place on-air.

Can you introduce yourselves and tell us
what you play in the band ?
Dan (D): I’m Dan. I play the throat. It’s a wind
instrument.
Sam (S): My name is Sam Rosenburg and I
play bass. It’s a guitar with a bridge cable.
McKenzie (Mc): I’m McKenzie. I play guitar.
Matt (M): I’m Matt. I play the drums.
How long has the band been together ?
M: Like three and three quarters of a year.
How did you guys form ?
M: I met Dan, this fool over here, through my
ex-girlfriend. I had met him before and I was
looking to start a band and Dan was looking to
start a band. It was like “Hey do you want to
start a thrash band ?”. I was pretty sceptical at
first. I wanted to do some political band with
old hardcore roots. I was into crust at the time.
Now I don’t care about it. Dan wanted to start
a band. I had played guitar since I was three.
I’m not that good at it but I wanted to play. I

knew we would have a really hard time trying
to find a drummer so I ended up playing drums
for a few months just practising on my own.
Really ?
M: Yeah.
Wow.
D: No this is all made up.
No but I mean you guys come off pretty
accomplished.
M: Thanks. Well on our first record you can
hear the progression. If you hear the first split
7” which you have, but we’re out of it. We
didn’t really send anything off for major
promotion of our first record. We just got it
distroed and got it reviewed. Yeah I started
drumming … I started dicking around on it a
little more than 6 months before the band and I
actually started taking it seriously once the band
started. At first Dan and I didn’t even like each
other. Then after four months we decided that
this was pretty fun. We have similar opinions
on things even if we butt heads a lot. You can
tell him about how the other guys joined.
D: So basically I had known Sam and
McKenzie from my band called ONE FALSE
MOVE. We all volunteered at an all ages club
in Seattle that shall remain nameless. McKenzie
asked me if he could be in the band and so I
brought him and my friend Christina who was
going to play our first show.

M: He made the idiotic mistake of making
McKenzie play bass.
D: Yes. That’s true.
M: He is a lot better on guitar clearly.
D: Sam went to our first show. He unplugged
my mic but not on purpose. He asked if he could
join the band a little bit later. Yeah Christina
was gone. I think the three of us were practising
as of November 2001 …
M: …and then you joined in December after
two practises because we played our second
show with this line up and it has been the same
ever since. On a few tours he dicked out and
we had to have someone fill in. Three out of
the five tours he has been on it. Everybody else
has been in on all of them.
Describe your sound to people who have
never heard you before. What do you sound
like ? What do you hope to sound like ?
M: Weren’t you fools listening to the live
performance ?
Some people were. Some people weren’t.
What are you shooting for ? I mean I think
there is some obvious influences there.
M: I didn’t really … I mean we like 80’s speed
and thrash metal, but I didn’t think those are
really big influences.
No I obviously butchered it. That’s okay.
That’s fine. Now it’s time to correct the
record.
M: Well on the second record I can see how
people think that, but it is more due to the lack
of our technical prowess, time, work, and the
lack of technical production. Me and him have
a thing for thrash metal, but we’re not that into
it anymore. We like all kinds of music.
McKenzie is really into jazz and him and Sam
used to be into youth crew, but they don’t reallyLEFT TO RIGHT: Matt on drums and Sam on gritting teeth and bass.

Dan playing his wind instrument with on-
lookers in the background.
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Band Title Format Label
1.  POSITIVE REINFORCEMENTS self titled ep Nation of Finks
2.  ROSENBOMBS self titled ep 625 Productions
3.  REGULATIONS “Electric Guitar” LP Havoc
4.  WACO FUCK “No Child Left Behind” ep Mind Control
5.  ADULESCENTS UK “Banging a Shovel Against a Shed” CD Yakakaa
6.  RUINER “What Could Possibly Go Right” ep Firestarter
7.  ASS END OFFEND “Unchecked Aggression” ep Poisoned Candy
8.  RIOT BRIGADE “Here’s our Answer” CD M.S.M. 1279
9.  INSECT WARFARE “At War with Grindcore” ep 625 Productions
10.  LEBENDEN TOTEN “State Laughter” LP Wicked Witch

Equalizing Distort can be heard every Sunday night on CIUT 89.5 FM at 10:00 pm. The top 10 countdown
can be heard in its entirety, complete with previews of the picks and analysis on the previous month in
hardcore, on the last Sunday of the month.

listen to that crap anymore. A little bit but not
much. So basically I think we are an
amalgamation of early 80’s hardcore punk like
VOID and JERRY’S KIDS and SOA and
CIRCLE JERKS and BLACK FLAG and all
periods of BLACK FLAG.
I would say more the second wave of BLACK
FLAG seems to be the obvious thing. You
cover them in that period.
M: Yeah our favourite records of BLACK
FLAG are “Damaged”, “Family Man”, and
“Slip It In”. And Dan likes “Jealous Again” a
lot, but those other ones are bigger influences
obviously. And then we like a lot of bands that
play with us. They influence us. Actually
CAREER SUICIDE influence us, STREET
TRASH, and we played with this band called
the HATE MAIL KILLERS. Those bands
influence us. And we are kind of spastic,
retarded, and insane. We play a little faster than
those bands that influence us. It’s like all the
SST bands. You know everything from SONIC
YOUTH to SOUND GARDEN to BLACK
FLAG…
S: …we’re also heavy into hard rock.
M: … and GRAND FUNK RAILROAD and
AC DC.
S: We open our set with “Blue Cheer”.
M: Originally by Eddie Cochrane called
“Summertime Blues” and we like proto punk
like JESUS LIZARD and the MELVINS are
big influences too.
D: A lot of Seattle bands. We are from Seattle.
We are a Seattle band.
M: Well we are not from Seattle. These two
guys are. Dan and McKenzie. He’s (Sam) from
Michigan and I am from Washington, D.C.
Oh wow. Did you guys move out there or…
D: No we fly to practise.
S: Before we obviously had a choice we moved
out there.
Seeing as we are talking about influences I
would like you to tell me about if you had to
limit your music collection to five releases
what would they be ? Five punk records.

S: “Two Nickels on a Dime” by the
MINUTEMEN, “Kings of Punk” by POISON
IDEA, “Feel the Darkness” by POISON IDEA,
“Damaged” by BLACK FLAG, and ‘Is This My
World” by JERRY’s KIDS.
D: BAD BRAINS self-titled, CIRCLE JERKS
“Group Sex”, BLACK FLAG “First Four
Years” LP, F.U.’s “Kill for Christ”, and I am
going to go out on a limb and say DROP DEAD
second LP.
M: Ah, wuss. Alright DEVOID OF FAITH
split, JERRY’s KIDS “Is This My World”,
BLACK FLAG the band …
You don’t want to limit it.
M: I’m not limiting it.
There is not enough room in your suitcase
for all of BLACK FLAG.
M: Especially Rollins era BLACK FLAG. I
don’t give a fuck about what anybody else says
about him. I really don’t. Oh and SOA “No
Policy”. I guess I’d have to put that in. That’s
four kind of.
Unless you include BLACK FLAG and then
you’re at about 20.
M: Yeah. I really like that STREET TRASH
record. It is really the best thing that has come
along in 15 years. It doesn’t have a name really.

Matt, guitarist converted drummer and propreitor of Beginning Era Records.



The STREET TRASH one sided 12”.
S: Okay McKenzie, are you ready to go ? Go.
Mc: STREET TRASH self-titled, “Slip It In”
by BLACK FLAG, FARTZ “’Because the
World Still Fuckin’ Stinks” … I can’t think of
anymore.
S: Okay more questions. Let’s rock.
Alright, who writes the lyrics ? Dan ?
D: Yeah, I write all the lyrics.
What are you singing about ?
D: Stuff.
What stuff ?
D: Just stuff that pisses me off whether it be
daily life or greater societal problems.
Okay, give me some song titles that might
give us a picture of what you are singing
about.
M: Give him some detail Dan. Pick a couple of
songs and describe them.
D: Alright.
M: Why don’t you pick your favourite three
songs.
Well actually I am going to ask that question
next of all of you so just give me some song
titles.
M: It’s my mind reading powers.
D: I tend to be creative about this stuff. Okay I
am going to talk about “Pull Your Dreads from
the Clouds” which is basically about people
who are all about scamming the
system as an end in itself as
opposed to a means to an end.
Crimethinc. sucks. Planned
parenthood is good.
Okay what is your favourite
song from a lyrical standpoint
and why ?
D: I like that one. I like “Where Am I ?” which
is about the suburb that I was living in being
developed. I like “Play it Safe” which is about
stupid yuppie in denial scenesters. Those are
probably my favourites. There are a lot of them.
Yeah. What about the other guys in the band
? Do you have a favourite song from a lyrical
standpoint and why would that be ?
M: From a lyrical standpoint ? That would be
difficult. We generally don’t….
…Yeah. The distinction between punk and
metal really is the lyrics to a certain extent.
M: Wait what are you trying to say.
S: That’s not true at all.
M: What are you trying to say. I’m not
following you.
It’s been an age old argument.
M: What are you trying to say ?
I just want to know what your favourite
DECONDITIONED song is from a lyrical
standpoint and why that is ?
M: That’s a little tough because generally the
rest of us just gloss over his lyrics to see if we
agree with them. To see if they are well written
enough that we don’t sound like a bunch of
retards.
Has one of them struck you as being neat ?
S: I guess I would agree with the “Pull Your
Dreads from the Clouds” because I am really
offended by those Crimethinc. people. Just their

mere presence I find offensive. Their
viewpoints. So I am going to go with that one.
You guys (referring to the rest of the band) are
on your own.
M: Well we like to live in reality basically is
what it boils down to. If you are going to steal
or whatever it is your trip. If you are going to
steal a whole lot, don’t try and justify it like
you are trying to better the world or like you

are really doing something with
yourself. I mean … I like that song.
I like a lot of Dan’s songs honestly
because they are very hostile and
angry but they are well written
enough that if you have a bone to
pick with them a lot of times he
has already singled you out so you

feel like an idiot when you try and sound like
“Oh Fuck him.” It’s hard because I generally
just read them and go “Oh” and if it’s well
written enough I don’t feel like an idiot for
playing music to this song and I agree with it.
When we have a problem with his songs we
veto them and we don’t let him sing along with
our music.
S: We send him to the dark room.
M: We spend a lot of thought into most things
that we do. We try and set ourselves apart by
… we don’t want to be a re-hash or anything.
So is there one that stands out ?
M: Fuck.
S: Next question.
McKenzie. Do you want to take a stab at
this?
S: He doesn’t have headphones on. He can’t
really hear you.
Mc: Next question.
Alright. McKenzie again, no comment.
Alright. Is the ep still available ? The one
“Overpopulation begins and ends with you”.
Tell us about that. How long ago did that
come out ?
D: We recorded two years ago. It actually came
out last year.
And you guys self-released that ?
D: Yes we did.
M: Well kind of. I mean I run my own record

label. Dan helps out a lot with it. I mean I do
other bands and labels. I mean it is self-released
but it’s not like there is a label just for our band.
So there is other bands that you are doing.
Is it Seattle based ?
M: Well it’s based in Seattle but I’m not limiting
it to local bands.
Tell us about the scene in Seattle ? What is
that like ?
D: It’s pretty dismal.
Is there any bands that you would
recommend that we pay attention to ?
D: No.
Is there anyone that you play with that is
any good ?
D: We are the only fuckin’ band.
Really. It’s that awful.
D: Well there were a few good bands but they
broke up.
S: What about that band SEX VIDEO.
M: No. Not recommended. We would
recommend AKIMBA who are not anything
like us.
S: But they are good.
….and they are from Seattle.
M: They are not hardcore. They are not punk.
They are loosely hardcore and they are loosely
metal. We think they sound more hard rock but
for the new millennium, I guess. But they
started out as this really fuckin’ whack screamo
kind of band that worships LOCUST and
weirder stuff than that too but then they started
to develop in this hard rock / hardcore metal
powerhouse and their drummer is really killer.
He reminds me of Dave Grohl at times. But
other things too.
S: Bottom line it’s great.
Actually we’ve got to split. We only have a
minute left. I want to thank you guys for
coming to town. And thanks for playing on
the show. How can people get in touch with
the band ?
M: You can get in touch with us through B.E.
Records which stands for Beginning Era
Records. 2706 Harvard Avenue East / Seattle,
WA / 98102 and that’s berecords@aol.com. My
name is Matt and we are DECONDITIONED.

LEFT TO RIGHT: Sam without his head, Matt on drums, and McKenzie on guitar.



PROTEST THE HERO have been around for
a few years now. Originally from an Eastern
suburb of the Greater Toronto Area, the band
has moved to the city and changed their sound
from  pop punk to something a lot more
complex. The band has just released their
second full length titled “Kezia” and we had
them play live on Sunday October 2nd. Here is
a discussion that developed around trying to
understand the new release.

Can you introduce yourselves and tell us
what you play in the band ?
Tim (T): I’m Timba and I play guitar.
Luke (L): My name is Luke and I also play
guitar.
Arif (A): I’m Arty the Farty and I bring the
party.
Rody (R): My name is Rhode the Chode and I
do the singing.
Moe (Mo): I am Moe and I play drums.
You started the band at the age of 14. Tell us
the story of how PROTEST THE HERO
formed.
A: Well we were just young kids that were all
interested in music and we wanted to produce
some music and at the time we just wanted to
cover a lot of really bad pop punk songs.
Eventually our tastes evolved and we turned
into what we are today. That is essentially how
we started.
T: We actually started off as a ska band
A: You keep your mouth shut.
T: … and we progressed into a punk band. We
don’t like to talk of those days.

R: Our repertoire was divided between BLINK
182 and GREEN DAY covers.
There can’t be a huge scene in Whitby…is
there ? How did you guys meet each other ?
A: We went to elementary school together.
And you knew each other was into punk or
…
A: We sort of got into it at the same time. We
were like “Ever heard of this band NO FX ?”
T: And being from a suburban town there is
very little to do so we turned to music.
That’s awesome. Where does the name
PROTEST THE HERO come from ?
R: Actually one of our songs along time ago
was untitled and PROTEST THE HERO was
one of the names that we thought of titling it
and after a while we were like that is a really
sweet name. Why don’t we just put it under
our band.
T: We had a really bad name before that. It made
no sense.
R: Don’t even mention it.
T: I’m not going to.
A: I’ve always enjoyed doing PROTEST noun
THE HERO saying that PROTEST is the thing
that saves us all. We were a lot more overtly
political when we first started. It kind of
changed or mellowed out for us but at the
beginning it was our big middle finger response
to society and our being upset at it.
M: Pissed off 17 year olds.
Okay…you were just explaining PROTEST
– THE HERO….has that become the
significance to the name or is that just your
interpretation of it ?

A: That is more an individual interpretation of
it. I think we ask people to look inside of
themselves and try and find whatever it means
to them. I’ve always liked it because I would
go “Hey you know my buddy PROTEST ? He’s
a hero.” Whenever people ask that is usually
how I explain it to them. But we’re not overly
hung up on the band name and having one
specific meaning to it and holding true to it
until the end of time. If you can extract
something out of it more power to you.
Is the band politically active ?
A: Yeah, we used to talk about it a lot more.
We used to sing about it a lot more. I think you
reach a point where unless you do a lot more a
la PROPAGHANDHI you don’t have anything
to say anymore. You don’t have any preaching
to do. And you can live your life with an
element of social consciousness without
throwing it in people’s faces. We were playing
these shows where kids were coming up…kids
that knew what we were talking about and liked
what we were talking about and …we were
preaching to the choir. We were preaching to
the converted. So we wanted to create
something that was a little more of a collective
approach towards art as opposed to just protest
songs.
R: You can only say so much when you are
being overtly political, but when you present a
large picture you let the audience make up their
mind themselves and draw their own
conclusions from the situations being put
forward.
A: I think a large part of it now as opposed to
presenting a truth to the audience is presenting
as an idea to the audience and saying find your
own truth instead of making up their minds for
them.
What are some of the truisms that you
present ? What are some of the ideas that
are important to the band ?
A: Kind of perpetual change. Never working
on one idea or having one mindset or lifestyle
for too long.
M: Defining yourself too early.
T: A lot of self-realization.
A: The best way I can describe it is as back in
the day Michaelangelo was doing his thing,
sculpting and painting and the like, …
L: …playing the guitar…
A: …the other young guy came up to him and
said “How do you sculpt the things that you
do? For example, how do you sculpt an
elephant ?” And Michaelangelo turned to him
and said “You look at the piece of marble and
you shave away anything that doesn’t look like
an elephant.” It was kind of a joke-ish response
to have at the time, but I guess life is like that
as well. You have an idea of what you want to
accomplish and you are perpetually falling
short of that idea so you shave elements of
yourself away until you have this one sculpted
figure that you can hopefully be proud of saying
is you. And that’s what we have done with the
band, as well. We have shed various ideas. We
have shed various political stances and are

PROTEST THE HERO

LEFT TO RIGHT: Roddy on vocals, Arif on Bass, and Luke on guitar.



trying to get closer to writing that song that we
hear in our head. Being that band that we see
in our eyes that we don’t see in front of us.
L: We are trying to write an elephant (laughter).
But you have written a concept record with
this latest CD. It seems to be broken down
into four parts or four acts like a play almost.
Can you explain the concept of this latest
CD?
A: One thing I always say is that it is not so
much of a concept album as it is an album with
a concept. Simply we are telling a story. We
had to break it down … by the way it is a
scenario as opposed to an actual story. We were
doing it that way. We kind of had to do it in
four acts. Think of these as small windows that
add up to a bigger picture. The bigger picture
being “Kezia” which unfortunately, the only
way to describe it is the story of the band, put
in some form of prose and characters being
attached to various significant events that
occurred in the band’s life, but it’s not like
reading a novel. It’s not like watching a movie
or anything like that. See the songs should
hopefully add up to one ultimate package, that
being “Kezia”. Instead of adding up to some
climax that has a denouement and all that crap.
We’re painting a picture with it.
Do the sections have breaks and do they
explain part of the story written from
different perspectives ?
A: Different perspectives…
Can you explain to me how it is broken
down?
A: Sure. There are chiefly three characters. One
being a prison priest. One being an executioner.
Another being the album itself, Kezia,
presumably being a little girl. And the fourth
one being ourselves and how we tie into the
story, explaining how Kezia is something we
have birthed. If the five of us could collective
parent one child it would probably be Kezia.
And I think when you are sitting in the studio
and you have been there for two months and
you smell like crap and you hate everyone and
everything around you, you really know what
it is like to be a parent. I mean you are bringing
life and giving life to this thing and hopefully
what you do is send it out to the world with the
hope that it is not going to be crazy and that it
will go over well and people are going to like
it….
L: …and that it is not going to do drugs.
A: …and that it is not going to do drugs. And
that it is not going to have pre-marital sex … I
don’t know. We are trying to be parents to Kezia
and we are putting her out to the world with
the hope that people will like where we are
coming from. With the hope that people will
dig the ideas therein.
Kezia is a character ?
A: Kezia is the album itself. Yes she is a
character represented in the third act of the
album. It makes a lot more sense if you could
see the back of the album, but really in the end
when you are holding the disk in your hands
you are holding Kezia. When you put it in the

CD player you are listening to Kezia. Us being
here talking to you right now is the on-going
story of Kezia. It’s not something that is
supposed to be deep. It’s not something that
ends with the album or ends with the next
album. I think we will continue this as long as
our band continues and hopefully after that.
Where did the idea for Kezia come from ?
A: The idea for Kezia ….
…. as a character…and take us through
what Kezia goes through on this CD…
A: Kezia, as you can understand, is a girl raised
in a certain social infrastructure that has been
built against her, whether it is the idea that she
is a girl and we know certainly what women
have to cope with in our society, but it really
stems from that. We wanted someone that was
as far away from the image of a single white
rich male although we want her to bring out
the repressed sectors of society. Have them be
the character in our story. Have them be the
proletariat and whoever saves the day in the
end.
…the protagonist…
A: Yeah, the protagonist. Oh crap.
It’s okay. Proletariat / protagonist…
A: Whatever. You know what I mean.
Some people view them as the same.
A: Well she is proletariat and she is the
protagonist of our story. We wanted that, as I
said, because she represents a lot of the
repressed sectors of our society and people that
deserve a little more recognition than what they
get.
…the underdog…
A: Yeah, the underdog. She is PROTEST THE
HERO, I guess.
Okay. I won’t belabour this anymore then. I
wanted to move into a little bit more about
your sound. Describe your sound to people
who have never heard you before. What do

you sound like ? Who do you hope to sound
like ? And what have folks said that you
sound like ?
R: Typically we try to be an amalgamation of a
lot of sounds. We listen to a wide variety of
music. And since myself, I listen to a lot of
Andrew Lloyd Webber type of music, like Les
Miserables, but then we all listen to a lot of
techie death metal BETWEEN THE BURIED
AND ME and we just bring together all of our
influences and try and produce something that
is unique.

Moe with the afro on drums. The water cooler is not part of the kit.

Timba on guitar.



M: Especially with a band with five people in
it you can imagine all the different CDs that
end up in a van at the end of tour and all the
different tastes in music that we have. We more
or less wrote a record that we like to listen to.
T: I think we are all pretty open minded when
it comes to music and we try to pull the
elements of all kinds of music that we really
enjoy and throw it together as one cohesive unit.
As someone who might have listened to the
CD and was trying to figure you out can you
give us some clues ?
R: As to what we are listening to ?
Yeah.
R: A lot of like the RED CHORD, BETWEEN
THE BURIED AND ME, …
T: DILLINGER ESCAPE PLAN.
R: LAMB OF GOD. I’m really into Jeff
Buckley.
A: Listing all these bands makes us seem like
metalheads, but that’s not really the case.
T: CAMELOT.
A: You know power metal and fantasy metal
and the like, but that’s not really it. As we
mentioned even earlier in this interview we
grew up listening to NO FX and
PROPAGHANDHI and trying to skateboard
and the rest of it. Whatever suburban kids did
we did as well. Later on in years we turned to
metal when we realized that we don’t much
care for punk rock anymore.
T: But that still sticks.
A: But that’s still in there. We are forever
tethered to this punk rock.
M: We are eagerly awaiting the new
PROPAGHANDHI album. That sums it up.
A: I don’t know. We are what we are. Whoever

asks I just say check us out and label us
however you want. People have called us
MAIDEN-esque. People have called us RUSH-
esque.
T: BETWEEN THE BURIED gone emo.
A: …or power emo. We’ve heard it all and we
really don’t care much for this….
M: Mexican fiesta was my personal favourite.
L: You are doing more harm categorizing music
than you are good. I think by categorizing music
you really restrict what you listen to and what
people think is cool. It does more harm than
good.
T: I think if you have a wider range of influences
that your music can maybe be timeless as
opposed to conforming to a genre that is
popular.
L: Sure thing Bach.
Still people try and figure things out when
they are new and when they like it so that is
kind of what the question is about.
M: Yeah there has to be a way of defining it.
Let me ask this. Who would you cover ?
M: We might cover SUICIDE LOVER.
T: Paul Gilbert. MR. BIG.
R: MEATLOAF.
A: Yeah, honestly. MR. BIG. Something pretty
rockin’ because we just want to rock out.
L: Songs that we want to cover and songs that
we are capable of covering are totally different
questions.
Okay we can deal with the ideal. Let me ask
you this and the second question is related.
If you had to limit your music collection to

five releases what would they be ?
A: SPASTIC INK.
T: DILLINGER ESCAPE PLAN.
M: BETWEEN THE BURIED AND ME’s new
record.
R: I would definitely include JEFF
BUCKLEY’s “Grace”. “Bat out of Hell” ? “Bat
out of Hell II”, also.
Noooo.
R: Not so much.
Who writes the lyrics ?
R: That’s Arif.
What are some of the things you are singing
about, lyrically ?
A: Things that we have experienced as a band.
How about some general areas ?
A: Most prominently us dissolving our ideas
about God, state and self. That’s what happens
on the album with the three characters. One
loses faith in God. One loses faith in the state,
and the other loses faith in the self. And it is
about them trying to accept that and accept that
if there is any sort of truth it is the perpetual
washing away of previous truths, if I had to
sum up the album in a sentence it would
probably be that. But again, as I said the story
doesn’t change and the ideas in it are indicative
that we are young guys that from morning until
evening our mindsets could completely change
as well. We talked on our own about accepting
that and being cool with that and not being a
17 year old that looks and says I know exactly
what I am, throw’s “x’s” on his hands for the
rest of my life or goes out and gets wasted all
the time. I mean you’ve got to have everything
in moderation including moderation itself. We
are trying to bring that out in our music, I guess.
That was a more general question. Let’s get
into specifics. Arif, if you could name a
favourite song from a lyrical standpoint and
why ? Maybe something that you either

PROTEST THE HERO out back of CIUT in our recycling area. From left to right: Tim, Luke,
Arif, Moe, and Roddy.

Luke on guitar.



really like or something that you nailed
perfectly with your lyrics or something that
gets your point across that you think needs
highlighting. A PROTEST THE HERO
song.
A: If you look at the back of the album, where
you can see the structure of the four acts, you’ll
notice that the very last act only contains one
song. That’s because that song is supposed to
tie us into the rest of the concept. I guess that
one because it doesn’t fit exactly with the prose
or the rest of the lyrics. And hopefully it adds a
new dimension. Adds that third dimension that
most concept records don’t have. When you
hear a concept record it’s a band putting out a
story that is removed from themselves or that
they advertise as removed from themselves and
we didn’t want to do that. We wanted to write
something that was organic and from the proper
and fresh woodwork. The very last song on the
album is us telling our audience that. I don’t
know if anyone has really picked up on it or I
don’t particularly care if they have or not, but
again that’s what it is. And you’ll see it
references us individually in that song in certain
ways that I guess are inside jokes and whatever
else but yeah, it has nothing to do with Kezia.
It’s not really a summation then.
A: No it is not a summation and that’s a very
important point is that it is not a summation
but more an explanation as to how Kezia came
about. Why Kezia came about ? And our views
on pretty much everything in terms of the scene
and …
…it’s almost like the footnotes maybe….
A: Kind of … the footnotes is a great way of
describing it. I don’t
know…check it out. Read
the lyrics to that song.
You’ll notice that it is
different and the song itself
is a little different. It is the
first song that we wrote for
the record.
Oh yeah ?
A: Yeah. And it ended up
as the last song on the
record.
Many essays are written
that way. You start at the end and work your
way forward. Okay let me pass the mic and
ask everyone else what their favourite song
off this latest record is from a lyrical
standpoint and why that would be ?
T: I’m a big fan of number 8 because other
than it’s the last song it has an outside opinion
from the characters. Do you want me to expand
on that.
Yeah explain that a little bit.
T: It’s just that one of the nine songs that
deviates from the pattern, but it still works.
L: I like lyrics, but I like shred better. Song #9.
That is all.
..because it shreds…alright we’ll let you get
away with that answer.
R: My personal favourite would have to be the
fourth track, which is “Bury the Hatchet”. We

actually played it downstairs not only because
it is gratuitously violent, but also because it is
extremely violent.
A fan of the violence. The ultra violence.
R: The way it is written really portrays at times
how we have all felt about certain things. And
we have wanted to take someone and smash
their face open, but have not been able to do it.
…but it captures the anger and frustration
R: It captures just how hardened we all can
get, where it says “It’s my duty to do this. It’s
my duty to avoid this.”
M: I’m going to say number 9, as well because
if you are going to look at the record from a
perceptual standpoint, it is the most direct
personification of the character on our record.
It is very cinematic in a sense.
In some ways track 8, that we heard earlier
“Turns soonest to the Sea” with all the
singing in it reminded me of a QUEEN
record. There is a bit of some rock opera.
R: There is some rockin’ parts in there.
Is it because mostly because you are trying
to bring all these things in there ?
T: The way that song came around is our last
song that we were writing so everything we
wanted to get out we just threw out there and
kind of made sure that we didn’t leave anything
out that we had inside of us.
R: And also I love Freddy Mercury.
L: We took everything we learned from a two
year writing process and applied it to one song.
A: And it’s kind of fun to see this brood of
testosterone at the end singing these almost
violent, pro-feminist lyrics in support of women
and the struggle that women have gone through

and will continue to go
through.
R: And singing it in a
catchy little melody.
A: Yeah, it gets stuck in
your head.
How can people get in
touch with the band ?
R: There is a few ways you
can get in touch with us.
A: In our van for a touch
or a grope. It depends
whether you want to be

offended or not. If you do not want to be
offended go directly to our myspace. If you do
still go directly to our web page.
Can you give that out for us ?
A: www.protestthehero.com or myspace.com/
protestthehero.
T: If you even want to go further you can contact
us personally.
L: Yeah all of our e-mails are on the site. We
are more than willing to respond to all e-mails
that come our way and talk to us at shows and
stuff. Make us feel welcome in towns that are
not our own.
A: Yeah. We’re shy guys. We’re not very
outspoken.
Are there any last comments that you would
like to make ?
T: Snuggans ?

R: Snuggans !!
L: Snootchi bootchies.
A: Mir.
R: Murky waters.
L: Listen to more fantasy metal.
A: Yeah listen to more fantasy metal, please.
L: It’s a lot cooler than everybody thinks it is.
T: I know CAMELOT is playing with
PENETRATOR at Lee’s Palace very soon.
A: Do yourself a favour and get to that show,
please.
R: Penetration for the nation.
A: Get penetrated by the massive wang that is
metal.

Arif meditating on bass.

Rhode the Chode in our abode.



R e v i e w s Reviewers are: Craig Caron (CC), and Stephe
Perry (SP)

Agitated “Go Blue Go Die” CD
So during our vacation to sunny Cleveland,
Wedge and Christie give us a copy of this CD
with the highest praises. That being said you
know the disc rules. But who the fuck are the
AGITATED and why were they not a household
name in 1983 (like the CLITBOYS, EAT THE
RICH and many more that graced the BCT comps and HC releases
everywhere). AGITATED released a couple of tracks on a local comp
tape and 3 on the “the New Hope” comp LP. This release contains those
tracks, as well as some long lost studio recordings and some live tracks
that are not necessary. Listen to the studio tracks and pretend it’s a 7”.
The band played straight up, fast early 80’s hardcore and covered
MOTORHEAD, MC5 and THE STOOGES. It’ s too bad the band only
lasted a year because they could have done some great things. Goddamn
they even got to share the stage with the BIG BOYS. If that isn’t icing
on the cake just fuck off! (Smog Veil / 1658 N Milwaukee #284 /
Chicago, IL / 60647 / USA / www.smogveil.com) - CC

Black Market Baby “Coulda …. Shoulda ….
Woulda” CD
Funnily enough, I am reading “Dance of Days”
at the moment. “Dance of Days” is a book written
about the first two decades of punk in Washington
DC. The book chronicles in such detail the
development of the DC scene in all it’s various
facets. BLACK MARKET BABY were a band that grew up out of the
heyday era of DC hardcore. But while the Georgetown scene was taking
cues from the BAD BRAINS example of carving out a new North
American hardcore sound built around speed and precision, BLACK
MARKET BABY were looking back to the UK roots of punk trying to
embody it’s essence. The look and sound of early BLACK MARKET
BABY resembles the CLASH. Reviewers at the time point to a SHAM
69 influence. However as the band became immersed in the scene, the
band began to take on sounds of their peers. The song “Gunpoint
Affection” has a SCREAM reference. I knew the band for “Backseat
Sally” that appeared on a Flipside comp (I think). Anyway, in John
Stabb’s liner notes he refers to the band as DCs version of the
HEARTBREAKERS. Funnily enough the band does a NEW YORK
DOLLS cover captured on this collection. The band was also known for
covering the WHO and the DAMNED. But they remind me of a
SCREAM / CLASH fusion. And as alluded to above John Stabb of G.I.
does the liner notes. Who better to write about BLACK MARKET
BABY’s history than a guy who made a band name from a BMB song.
G.I. comes from the song “World at War” so Stabb was obviously a fan.
(Dr. Strange Records / P.O. Box 1078 / Alta Loma, CA / 91701 / USA /
www.drstrange.com) – SP

Black SS “Self titled” ep
This release came out in January of last year, but
I just got a copy of it. The S.S. part stands for
Sheep Squadron. Clever name. I have seen there
name on a shit load of shows for New York and
just found out that they are from Syracuse. The
inner sleeve is decorated with Mexican wrestling
mask drawings and their website boasts about
how their enthusiasm for the sport alienates them from 89% of the people
they meet. Maybe so, but it puts them in good stead with folks like
GORDON SOLIE MOTHERFUCKERS, BRUISER BRODY, the
TIJUANA BIBLES and the like. The band plays that fast straight edge
stuff that could only be described as edge-core. It is my personal favourite
genre of the hardcore hybrids. The band focuses on speed and ripping
out songs in the same vein as the faster material by OUT COLD. The

singer sounds like a young Jack Kelly which would bring on the LAST
RITES or NEGATIVE FX comparisons. Brought together it sounds like
the soundtrack to a cage match between NEGATIVE APPROACH and
UNITY. The band sings about the positive uses of violence, dropping
out of America, and various perspectives on the edge. The band credits
the RAMONES as an influence for how they don’t cheat when playing,
along with the mechanical shark from “Jaws”, and “Another State of
Mind”. I’m so glad Third Party is around to document bands like BLACK
SHEEP SQUADRON. (Third Party / 21 Nancy Lane / Amherst, NY /
14228 / USA / www.thirdxparty.com) - SP

Boxed In “Reside in the Shell” CD
BOXED IN not to be confused with the very different but equally great
sounding U.K. counterpart. This BOXED IN hails from Japan and has
been honing their licks while listening to a lot of later day “SoniCrime
TheRapy” era G.I.S.M. Metallic, dischordant with very Sakavi influenced
vocals make this a keeper. The sampling and editing at times distracts
from the power of the band. Now if only somebody could replicate and
build on “Detestation” era G.I.S.M. I would become a believer. Kudos
to the band/label for their budget minded CD anytime you can get a new
Japanese CD for under $20 US it’s a real treat. - CC

Cider “They are the Enemy” 7”
Holy fuck it has been 10 years since the band
has had a release. The band rips it up in C.U.M.
style with a rash of fast, dirty fuzzed out punk
rock attacks. The bands imported Brit accents
are lost at time during their hate filled rants. But
that’s alright because the bands anger cuts
through all dialects and accents. This is classic cider intoxicated 2 finger
in the air HC and is infectious destructive Cleveland style. This band
ripped it up live last week and we missed the ensuing chaos. Damn!! As
a side note a CIDER show is the background story to one of my all-time
favorite punk stories involving a cast of friends, full scale destruction,
riot cops in full regalia running for the safety of their police bus and
concluding with the venue burning to the ground several days later.
Goddamn!!! (Painkiller Records / 8 Burney St. #1 / Boston, MA / 02120
/ USA / www.painkillerrecords.com) - CC

D.S.C. “Dead Stock Crusher” LP
Fuck. I remember hearing about these guys. The
first time that UNDER PRESSURE were in town
as GUNS, LIQUOR & WHORES, we got into a
conversation about their local scene and DEAD
STOCK CRUSHER was a band that they kept
talking about. Now I can see why. A.D.D.
inspired jaded potshots at everything standing. DSC reminds me of the
no frills hardcore of LEFT FOR DEAD feed by the lyrical inspiration of
CHARLES BRONSON. But the sound isn’t as simple as a LEFT FOR
DEAD knock off. In fact the only thing LEFT FOR DEAD about this
band is the impatient attitude and the vocals which have a certain Chris
Colohan quality to them. The barrelling bass sound gives DSC a crossover
feel to them. Kind of like BEYOND POSSESSION. But the songs are
way shorter, which is where the A.D.D. reference comes in. And songs
like “Pamphlet Pusher”, “Join the Fight, Buy the Shirt”, “Who the Fuck
Cares Anyway”, and “Art Fag” give a healthy critique of scene archetypes.
But the band also attacks work, religion, and a host of other things. Also
found on here is a cover of C.O.C., a cover of a local band called DIRECT
ACTION, and a unique out track that resembles a looped lock track but
isn’t. Creative through and through. And well worth your attention. (Hit
the Deck Records / Kensington P.O. Box 61222 / Calgary, AB / T2N
4S6 / Canada / www.hitthedeckrecords.com) – SP

Detestation CD
DETESTATION was Portland’s answer to NAUSEA. But frankly, I think
DETESTATION blew NAUSEA out of the water. DETESTATION had
previous members of RESIST as opposed to Roger Merit’s girlfriend.



And DETESTATION’s material was rippin fast
peace punk hardcore as opposed to moody crust.
DETESTATION reminded me a bit of FINAL
CONFLICT in their sound. However, undeniable
Saira of DETESTATION sounds like Amy of
NAUSEA, which is where the comparison comes
from. In Saira’s favour, a lot more thought went
into the lyrics and there is a definite anarchist bent in DETESTATION’s
lyrics with songs like “A is for Anarchy”. And DETESTATION had
listened to a fair amount of hardcore given their choice in song titles for
“Gospel Fucker’. The band also does covers of CRUCIFIX and Finland’s
KAAOS amidst this collection. The CRUCIFIX cover has only ever
been released on this CD. This collection is primarily a re-issue of the
band’s LP, but it also collects the “Inhuman Condition” ep from 1997,
their split with SUBSTANDARD in 1996, their split with ABUSO
SONORO in 1997, and their “Bloods of the Gods” ep from 1998. Great
way to get all this band’s releases in one shot. (Profane Existence / P.O.
Box 8722 / Minneapolis, MN / 55408 / USA /
www.profaneexistence.com) - SP

Diskonto “Watch Us Burn” CD
I have to start off by saying that DISKONTO are
one of my favourite Swedish hardcore bands of
all time. I have a few of their records but not the
recent ones on the accessible labels from North
America. So I was incredibly blown away to get
a new DISKONTO release in the mail. Well not
exactly new. This material was recorded in 2004, but it hasn’t been
released to my knowledge until now. 17 tracks of ripping hardcore that
sound like it is about to go off the rails. Think DROP DEAD meets
INTENSITY. And what do you know, this material was originally
supposed to be for a split with INTENSITY. Anyway, back to
DISKONTO…they play sheer fast hardcore with a vocalist that has one
of the best shouting voices in the scene. And everyone says they play a
d-beat. Well with a name like DISKONTO you’d think so. But the band
starting in gest to the Swedish crust scene back in 1992. The crust scene
back then was tough sounding and anti-pc. So DISKONTO thought
they would make fun of the whole thing. So to say they sound like
DISCHARGE is probably informed more on the thought that they might
be a dis-band. To me they have more in common with the stop and start
thrash sound of DRI. But DISKONTO play way faster with something
more akin to DROP DEAD. And they rip through songs in that wreckless
abandon exhibited by bands like INTENSITY and DS-13 of the current
Swedish scene. And speaking of DRI, DISKONTO do a cover of “Money
Stinks”. That has to be my favourite DRI song. My old band was trying
to figure out a DRI cover once and “Money Stinks” had my vote. So I
am happy to hear DISKONTO do a cover of it. And they do an amazing
job. The song kicks into overdrive from a vocal standpoint in the last
ten seconds. It is like Steffe is doing a call and response with himself
that is tightly edited. It just tore me a new asshole. For fans of vinyl, you
can pick this up in a 12” format on Putrid Filth Conspiracy. But the
vinyl doesn’t have the additional 19 songs taken from a live show in
Uppsala in 2004…around the same time that the first 9 songs of this
release were being recorded. It is incredible sound quality and most
times I didn’t realize it was live. But then you would get Steffe throwing
in things like “We are the people your parents warned you about” and
“We are Diskonto and we are a punk band” amidst some Swedish ranting.
It is fuckin’ great. And watch out for a split LP with MASSGRAV. (Crimes
Against Humanity / P.O. Box 1421 / Eau Claire, WI /54702-1421 / USA
/ wwwcahrecords.com) – SP

Freeze, the “I Hate Tourists” ep
This is a true to form re-issue of this classic first
ep by the legendary FREEZE. Everything else
of theirs has been coming out, but conspicuously
this gem was left out. We had the chance to talk
with Clif Hanger about the FREEZE’s history

and Craig was listening to the interview and he came up with the idea of
approaching the band about making this available again. And you know
what, it was a great idea. In the interview Clif spoke about how this
record came about. The idea that they were going to release a record
despite everyone telling them they couldn’t. And the original press was
500. The “I Hate Tourists” was a shot at their home town of Rhode
Island where loads of folks spend their summer vacation. And straight
folks were pretty nervous about this record. So nervous that a Christian
group tried to buy the entire pressing off the band to suppress it. And the
band tried to take the money and run but the group never fell for it. And
Clif said it didn’t much matter because at the time he couldn’t even give
away the record. He spoke of tossing them out to folks at the gig for
free. And now the original press goes for good money on e-bay. And the
irony is he doesn’t even own a copy. Anyway, when Craig got the okay
to release this record, he found out how it was originally packaged and
Xeroxed each cover and glued them together by himself. It was a lot of
work, but a labour of love. It is great to see this finally re-issued. Although
not as fiery from a music standpoint as any of the later stuff, the lyrics
are classic FREEZE. Get this while you can. (Schizophrenic Records /
17 West 4th Street / Hamilton, ON / L9C 3MZ / Canada /
www.schizophrenicrex.com) - SP

Gaurithoth “Perverse” CD
This Black Metal band has been around since 1997. At first I thought
this was a joke. With lyrics like “Altar must be ready tonight. I must
serve my Lord”. They sound like lyrics coming from Gollum. Fuck they
even sound like Gollum screeching out these devilish little numbers.
But the band has had a number of releases out. This is their fifth release.
And the band is in full costume dressed in leather covered in blood. And
the band can pull off black metal really well, from what I can tell. It
involves guitar that noodle to crescendos of extreme metal. The drums
vary between rock beats and blast beats. The vocals are all throaty and
scorched out. And the band plays a hundred miles an hour. I am out of
my element here and wouldn’t even know how to begin comparing them
other than they do remind me of SANGRAAL. Well it is not so strange
to here a band like this come from Finland. Norway is close by for the
metal cultural exchange. (Crimes Against Humanity / P.O. Box 1421 /
Eau Claire, WI /54702-1421 / USA / wwwcahrecords.com) – SP

Gunnar Hansen “Village Idiot” ep
This is a great new band from Hamilton made
up of members of RIPPED TO SHIT / SEND
MORE COPS and BLACK EYES CLUB. First
off, I can’t believe how many great bands exist
in this area right now. This was an observation
that Brett the singer made at the radio station
this past weekend. And GUNNAR HANSEN are just as much a part of
that as are the scene stalwarts like FUCKED UP and CAREER SUICIDE
and TERMINAL STATE and DIRTY BS and BRUTAL KNIGHTS and
so many others. GUNNAR HANSEN have raised the bar with a wild
style that is part 9 SHOCKS TERROR part CRO-MAGS. The band was
in at the radio station recently and they had this comparison to the CRO-
MAGS that was puzzling them. I hadn’t heard this ep yet, but I hear it
now. It’s in Brett’s vocals. He sounds like the second coming of John
Joseph except instead of the tough guy skinhead stance and subtle krshna
references, Brett is on about the failure of the human race and warnings
of institutionalization. There is a healthy amount of doubt and nihilism
found on here by these misfits from the Hammer. This band is a tight
unit from Grant and Nate guitar work to Brian’s bass playing to Dan’s
drumming. They have a lot of fun together. Their friends are pretty tight.
I have huge hopes for this band. Additionally, there are two more songs
from this session that remain unreleased. Would someone please out
them out ? (Audio Fellatio / 251 West Avenue N. / Hamilton, ON / L8L
5C8 / Canada) – SP

Insect Warfare “At War with Emocore” ep
I remember when the scene was ‘At War with Emo-core”. The title of



this record takes the piss out of that sentiment
by doing a facetious title. This band couldn’t be
anymore grind-core if they tried. In fact they
thank certain titles on the Earache catalogue.
Now if that doesn’t speak volumes I don’t know
what does. This is a sheer barrage of cataclysmic
distortion, cookie monster barking, and drill press
drumming. This Houston fuckers are keeping
grindcore alive in 2006. The band features members of the MACHINE
GUN ROMANTICS and PRETTY LITTLE FLOWERS, but expect the
next coming of NAPALM DEATH. (625 Productions /
www.625thrash.com) – SP

Murdersquad T.O. / Hülluus “Rising Crust”
split CD
Here is the latest recording by
MURDERSQUAD T.O. The band features Mike
Abalienation and Preston Sims of Wounded Paw
Records. Mike was originally from Binghamton
but he migrated to Toronto and met up with
Preston and at first the band wanted to do a tribute to DOA. The name
MURDERSQUAD is taken from the name of Joey Shithead’s hockey
team – a fitting tribute. Anyway, I guess the novelty wore off and the
band started playing the music that they wanted to play, which was crust
– the good stenchy kind that folks from Montreal and Portland can
appreciate. The band is inspired by bands like DOOM and NAPALM
DEATH and the original UK crust scene over today’s crust phenomena.
On this recording the band is joined by Karen of the SPAZMZ, but she
doesn’t sound like she’s singing SPAZMZ material. She does sound
like Amy from NAUSEA. Interestingly enough the band does a cover of
NAUSEA with Karen, but the song they cover is a rare song only found
on a hard to find comp called “More Songs About Plants and Trees”
released by Allied back in 1991. HÜLLUUS are from Disconsin and
feature members from DESPITE and URBAN DK. HÜLLUUS go for
more of a Swedish crust sound. I’m not just saying that because of the
scandi sounding name, but that would be a clue. They remind me in
sound of LEGION666 who are influenced by bands like CRUDE SS,
but the band credits more legendary bands like WOLFBRIGADE,
TOTALITAR, MARTYRDOD, RAJOITUS, UUTUUS, SKIT SYSTEM,
VICTIMS for influences. A good stenchy pairing for this split and it is
exciting to hear new material from MURDERSQUAD for us Canucks.
(Wounded Paw Records / 1 Atlantic Avenue, Suite 105 / Toronto, ON /
M6K 3E7 / Canada / www.woundedpaw.com) - SP

Negative Approach “Ready To Fight demos, live
and unreleased tracks from 1981-83” CD
Goddamn a new NEGATIVE APPROACH
release means this is an immediate three thumbs
up pick it up right away release. 50 songs in 62
minutes includes the bands first demo from 1981,
a live show from 1982, the original demos for
the “Tied Down” LP, a live show from 1983 and 5 songs that have never
been “officially released”. The sound is raw and in your face just like
the band. These are the demos and live material that I was hoping was in
the bands “Total Recall” CD from about 10 years back. Goddamn it is
nice to have another NEGATIVE APPROACH to help release the rage.
For the initiated this is the band that raised the bar as far as what
HARDCORE was and could be. This sounds as fresh and spiteful as the
day the tracks were recorded. Package is completed with liner notes and
some swell photos. Pick this up….and locals can get it real affordable at
Noise Annoys. (Reptilian / 403 S Broadway /
Baltimore, MD / 21231 / USA) - CC

Neuron “Gleichschritt” CD
This release is the US versions and contains two
extra tracks as compared to Epistrophy release.
NEURON are from Germany and used to be a

band called FLEISCHWOLF. The band morphed into NEURON. They
play crust that is very technical based. As with most things German
there is an emphasis on precision. NEURON can stop and start on a
dime. This speaks to their abilities as musicians. Their sound is very
heavy, like modern Swedish crust bands. Their sound reminds me of the
heaviness of TOTALT JAVLA MORKER, with the precision of
SAYYADINA. It’s got nu-kang written all over it. NEURON’s guitar
sound is like a blown out amp that is playing full on biker rock except
NEURON can reach some exceptional speeds. And they can motor along
with the best burning spirits style that Japan has to offer. This is the
sound of the apocalypse with thundering drums and biting metallic guitar.
(Crimes Against Humanity / P.O. Box 1421 / Eau Claire, WI /54702-
1421 / USA / wwwcahrecords.com) – SP

No Dice “Suffer” ep
Not to be confused with the straight edge fastcore
band from Minneapolis or the LP by CITIZENS
ARREST, this is fuckin’ new get up and go-core
from some kids in San Francisco. Think NO
JUSTICE meets fastcore. Ripping fast hardcore
with some of the crunching guitar harmonics
heard on the NO JUSTICE ep. It is like JUDGE meets SCHOLASTIC
DETH or CAPITAL DEATH in a dogfight with YOUTH OF TODAY.
This is a 4 song one-sided ep. I wish they had filled the B-side with
material. (625 Productions / www.625thrash.com) – SP

Pinkeye ep
I heard this was Jonah’s crossover project band.
Jonah is the guy that you probably see in your
home town every other week either playing guitar
for CAREER SUICIDE or behind the kit for
FUCKED UP. Jonah is multi-talented and can
play any instrument including the French horn
and the accordion (when Italy wins a World cup soccer match). My
point being that Jonah could pull something off like this, which would
mean playing all the instruments. I believe Jonah recruited Damian the
vocalist of FUCKED UP to do the singing. And Damian has a great
voice for this. Very mean sounding, Damian has reminded me of Joe
Denunzio of INFEST, but on this recording he reminds me of Jonzo
from FRATRICIDE / HONG KONG BLONDE fame. I think that is the
effect they are going for. But they don’t go for any straight forward
crossover sound. I hear elements of C.O.C. and DIRECT CONTROL in
here, but nothing that you could pinpoint as a direct rip off. PINKEYE
manages to pull together some manic driving hardcore with an overall
heaviness to it that doesn’t slow the pace. Please note that if PINKEYE
plays your town, I think they have recruited a full line up by now, so it
won’t be the guy on the street who plays three instruments simultaneously
while his monkey comes round to collect change. What the fuck kind of
a name is PINKEYE ? (Slasher Records / 629 Ossington Ave. / Toronto,
ON / M6G 3T6 / Canada / www.slasherrecords.com) – SP

Regulations “Electric Guitar” LP
What I heard about this record was that it was to
collect the band’s first two 7”’s onto one format
so that the band had something to tour North
America with. It’s a great idea to make those two
eps available again. When they were first released
two years ago they appeared on so many Top 10
lists. Well “Electric Guitar” makes the self titled ep and the “Destroy”
ep available again while serving up 7 additional new dishes of proto
punk inspired hardcore. One thing I have noticed is that Otto can’t shake
the Keith Morris comparison. The song “Empty Head” could be part
two of “Group Sex”. And is it me or does “Disease” sound like the
DICKS “Hope You Get Drafted” ? Further to make the point “Hollywood
Smile” reminds me of the PLUGZ demented surf inspired instrumental
“Reel Ten” found on the “Repo Man” soundtrack. Wasn’t Emilio
Estevez’s Repo Man character named Otto in “Repo Man”? In fact this
REGULATIONS record could be some sort of tribute to the punk b-



movie cult classic by way of Sweden. This band continues to remind us
of all the important things in punk. (Havoc Records / P.O. Box 8585 /
Minneapolis, MN / 55408 / USA / www.havocrex.com) –SP

Rosenbombs ep
This is the new breed of San Francisco fastcore
which includes bands like DOPPELGANGER,
HOSTILE TAKEOVER, UZI SUICIDE, NO
DICE and the like. It is an incredible scene. I
just wish they could bottle whatever makes this
scene grow and export it to the rest of the world.
The ROSENBOMBS play extremely fast
sounding hardcore that has a certain flatness to it. The flatness is in
bands like S.I.E.G.E. and VOORHEES that were all about this heavy
ripping sound. Its just that the ROSENBOMBS have accelerated the
speed to fit today’s sound…for lack of better phrasing. Post CHARLES
BRONSON era. Witty blast beat hardcore with the heaviness of S.I.E.G.E.
And they have an axe to grind with Trustkill. (625 Productions /
www.625thrash.com) – SP

Still Ill ep
I never got to see this Buffalo powerhouse, but I
kept wanting to. The band combined the
drumming talents of Eric Ellman of RUNNING
FOR COVER / THEY LIVE fame with Alex
Kerns of Art of the Underground. The result was
a band that combined an early DC sound with
the straight edge go-core that Buffalo churns out. Alex’s vocals combine
the speaking approach of Ian Mackaye a la EMBRACE era with the
youth crew shouting of someone like the dude from CRIPPLED YOUTH.
It is bizarre to describe it like this but that’s how I hear it and it fuckin’
works. The band slays me with a power mosh sound a la modern day
Boston that sheds the mosh for some ripping fast thrashy parts. It totally
reminds me CHAIN OF STRENGTH. Lyrics approach topics from the
conspiracy end of the free masons to the sheep mentality in hierarchical
structures to the personal handling of situations in “Cloak Your Envy”.
This is a monster of a record and I am glad that this survives for those of
us who were not able to see them while they were around. And anytime
two locals labels are involved in a release you know they all want a
piece of the action so you know it’s good. (Art of the Underground /
3234 Main Street / Buffalo, NY / 13214 / USA /
www.artoftheunderground.com // Third Party / 21 Nancy Lane / Amherst,
NY / 14228 / USA / www.thirdxparty.com) - SP

Suburban Death Machine “Not Here to Make
Friends” LP
This LP picks up where the ep left off. This full
length sounds like the companion piece to the
“Fuck the Scene…” ep. But the recording dates
are different. This is a good thing when you like
the band’s sound to begin with. Dan’s vocals
continue to sound like the dude from the PIST. And the music plods
along in a basic punk manner that reminds me of OUT COLD meets the
REGULATIONS. Loads of great new songs. There is a universal
understanding to the frustration theme of “Cursed Town” that everyone
feels about their local digs. And the art damaged “Die for God” inspired
piece “Nothing Lasts Forever” re-surfaces. It’s more drawn out, more
demented sounding and I think a sax and a synthesizer have been added
to give the song an eerier quality. (Urban Death Mission Records c/o
Ian Ryan / 4746 Friendship Avenue / Pittsburgh, PA / 15224 / USA) - SP

Taeve “Homocore aus Danemark” 7”
Goddamn I like this. To get to the point this is
killer older punk with hints of HC. Think early
era BLACK FLAG basement demos where the
tape has that raw distorted, rough sound before
Spot did his studio magic. It’s kinda like
comparing D.I.Y radiation therapy to an atomic

blast. The blast is there in a matter of is your blood boiling or your face
melting!! On this raw sounding disc (are you getting that its rough but
charming sounding) there are some classic tunes. The band has some
great riffs, tempo changes and they even throw out hint or two of melody.
Check it out. This will grow on you and end up on a mixed tape (do
people still make mixed tapes?). Because I’m a collector spazz I have
managed to locate a screened European tour cover, regular press and
test press wrapped up in some lovely screened tighty whities. Goddamn
I can be a vinyl geek!! Rumour has it they are touring Canada and the
US this summer!! (Audio Fellatio / 251 West Ave. N. / Hamilton, ON /
L8L 5C8 / Canada) - CC

This Bike Is A Pipe Bomb 10”
I’ve read a lot about this band but until recently have never dared purchase
their records. With an over abundance of HC records available, smaller
press runs etc. I have been focusing on buying HC records and not
venturing outside of these self confining lines. Until now. Recently I
picked up this 10” and was immediately pleased with all of the work
that went into the package. Gatefold sleeve; silk-screened art. Somebody
has invested a lot of time and effort into this. As I was playing with the
texture of the screened art I soon got lost in the country sounds of the
band. Not countryish like SOCIAL DISTORTION but country…nasally
vocals, syrupy love songs, twangy guitars. Country, similar to locals
THE JANYNE WAYNES (R.I.P) not your over produced new country
shit.. T.B.I.A.P.B. is complete with fidola played by none other than
Spot - mastermind producer of BLACK FLAG and many other SST
titles. If you’re looking for some quieter, relaxing country with good,
D.I.Y. punk lyrics give this a shot. This is the cottage record for the
Summer of 2006. - CC

The 3tards “Greatest Hits, Volume 2” CD
This is not some COCKNEY REJECTS parody, as the CD title might
suggest. When questioned about this the band pleaded ignorance. In
fact, the band have more of an appreciation that spans the worlds of
DAYGLOW ABORTIONS and SLAYER or even the drummer’s old
band SACRIFICE. Prior to any of this knowledge the 3TARDS reminded
me of a modern day EPILEPTIC BRAIN SURGEONS - technically
proficient and super witty. The 3TARDS are of the school of MY DOG
POPPER, but with the ability to throw in cheese metal amidst a melodic
driving brand of hardcore. Playing what they also refer to as “asscore”
the 3TARDS also remind me of the zaniness of the MUSCLE BITCHES.
John, the vocalist, sounds like the guy from TH’INBRED or Jeff Beardall
of GUILT PARADE. And lyrically there are so many cock rock references
as in “The Mullet” and “Gay Heavy Metal Singer” that the band’s metal
side is exposed. But whether it is the Zappa inspired guitar work of
Mike Tard or the RUSH inspired drumming of Gus Tard or the Dayglo
inspired side of Fox Tard or the S.O.D. inspired side of John Tard, the
3TARDS have put together a gut splitting debut release. All rise for the
court jesters of hogtown. (Wounded Paw Records / 1 Atlantic Avenue,
Suite 105 / Toronto, ON / M6K 3E7 / Canada / www.woundedpaw.com)

d e m o   r e v i e w s
Hong Kong Blonde Demo 2006 – featured on February 5th program
Dave Brown played some HONG KONG BLONDE last week. I just got
in a new recording of this great crossover sounding band from Vancouver,
courtesy of our friends at “Generation Annihilation” – Aaron Brown.
This is the same ripping crossover that could be produced by Jonzo of
FRATRICIDE and company. Eric Smith of the original CAREER
SUICIDE line up backs this up on drums. This recording will be officially
released as a CD, but I’m not sure if it will be self-released or on a label.
It’s all the fury ….. (e-mail: jonzo@hongkongblonde.com /
www.hongkongblonde.com) - SP

Forced March Demo – featured on February 12th program
For PDX punks they don’t sound like POISON IDEA (Pig Champion
R.I.P.). Nor do they fit neatly in with the wave of crust coming out of



r u m o u r m i l l

s h o w   l i s t i n g s

there currently. They sound a bit like INFEST.
No frills hardcore with two singers one of which
sounds like the singer of INFEST and the other
who sounds like the singer of ECONOCHRIST.
Unfortunately they don’t pull off the precision
playing of this west coast power violence
phenomenon. Instead they play a grind ‘em out
lackluster punk equivalent to VENOM. But it’s punk. (c/o J. Hughes /
2619 NE 6th Place / Portland, OR / 97212 / USA / e-mail:
forcedmarch@hotmail.com / www.myspace.com/forcedxmarch) - SP

A new info centre / activist space has opened up in the city at 457 Bathurst
Street on the outer edge of Kensington market. It is mostly being used
for the Anarchist Free University classes at the moment but there will be
a front window exhibit for Bike week in May * Volume 2 of the CAREER
SUICIDE anthology will be out in February * The BC supergroup the
TRANZMITORS will have their
first ep out in late February titled
“Bigger House. Broken Homes”
* And Deranged  is doing a
LOOK BACK AND LAUGH 7”
* An early draft of the film
version of “American Hardcore”
screened at Sundance. DOA and
the CIRCLE JERKS played
some show in Utah to mark the debut screening. * Don Letts, filmmaker
of the “Punk Rock Movie” has just released a new film titled “Punk
Attitude”. I read in an interview with Eye Weekly that the “Punk Rock
Movie” will be released as a DVD in the next year or so. * Check out the
Beer City site for information on FREEZE re-issues * Jack Control, the
singer of WORLD BURNS TO DEATH and SEVERED HEAD OF
STATE was stabbed in an altercation outside a show with some kids
from outside the scene. Jack is in bad shape and a number of benefits
are being arranged to help him meet his financial crush of hospital bills
* The new RUNNING FOR COVER LP, a posthumous release, will be
put out on 625 Productions and Art of the Underground. * Sad to see
Pig Champion go down * A new 512 page book about punk called “Punk
Rock - the Oral History of Punk” with stories by Hugh Cornwell of the
STRANGLERS, Mick Jones of the CLASH, Glen Matlock of the SEX
PISTOLS, Captain Sensible of the DAMNED, Don Letts, Bill Bragg
and others. * SAIGON DISTRES SIGNAL will be releasing a full length
LP on Wounded Paw called “Darkness”. Should be out in April. They
have two MP3 files up on their myspace site * Lasha Laskowsky of the
LORRAINAS has organized an all woman roller derby team for a new
national league starting up. The team is from Hamilton and will be called
the Hamilton Harlots. Their first game is slated for July 1st against the
Toronto Terrors. *

FRIDAY MARCH 3rd @ Corktown (Hamilton) - BLUE DEMONS, SAM
LAWRENCE 5, SQUID
FRIDAY MARCH 10th @ Revue Cinema, 9:45pm - Film: the Sword of Many
Loves - HK pop star Leon Lai plays Wu Fei, a happy-go-lucky and somewhat
dorky swordsman who falls for the girl he can’t have, while the girl he can have,
falls for him. Obviously no one is happy. Girl number one is Yuen, who seduces
him by getting covered in molasses, a scene that is both silly and erotic. Problem
is, her pop is Master Fung, the local bad guy who sports a beard, has the required
wicked laugh, and likes to play golf with human heads. Girl number two is the
exotic hinterland beauty Ling whose late father was chief of a sect of poisoners,
and guardian of a “medical manual” that everyone is out to possess.
FRIDAY MARCH 10th @ Dungeon (Oshawa), 7:30PM, All Ages - THE
BRUTES, R.C.U., BLUE COLLAR BOYS, ZE SWINES, DEAD DOGMATICS,
RADAR HATE

SUNDAY MARCH 12th @ Studio 3, 10:30pm – FUCKED UP
FRIDAY MARCH 17th @ Corktown (Hamilton) - RESPONSIBLES
SATURDAY MARCH 18th @ Reigning Sound (Hamilton), 6:00pm –
DEADFALL, I OBJECT, GUNNAR HANSEN
SATURDAY MARCH 18th @ TBA – DEADFALL, I OBJECT, THE
BAYONETTES, FUCKED UP, CAREER SUICIDE, THE ENDLESS
BLOCKADE
SUNDAY MARCH 19th @ Studio 3, 4:00pm - DEADFALL (from San
Francisco)
MONDAY MARCH 20th @ the Kathedral - RED ALERT, RAT CITY RIOT,
MURDERSQUAD T.O.
THURSDAY MARCH 23rd @ Underground (Hamilton) – KNUCKLEHEAD,
SKULLCRUSHER
FRIDAY MARCH 24th @ Revue Cinema, 9:45pm - Film: Enter the Fat Dragon
Sammo Hung, in a tribute to the legacy of Bruce Lee, plays a farm boy who
comes to Hong Kong to work for his uncle. He idolizes Lee and attempts to act
like him, fight like him and even dress like him, every chance he gets, leading to
a mix up with a bunch of crooks who kidnap the girl he has a crush on. Sammo
had worked with Lee on Enter the Dragon, appearing as a Shaolin fighter who
spars with Lee at the beginning of the film. His respect for the screen icon shows
as every scowl, thumbed nose, shriek, and hand gesture is nailed down perfectly.
Loads of laughs and the last reel is chock full of wild fights as Sammo dukes it
out with a European boxing champion, a black karate expert a la Jim Kelly from
Enter the Dragon. Enter The Fat Dragon is one of Sammo Hung’s most
entertaining films and the features the best imitation of Bruce Lee ever seen on
screen.
FRIDAY MARCH 24th @ Holy Joe’s - PAINT IT BLACK, CAREER SUICIDE,
HOSTAGE LIFE, DIRTY BS
FRIDAY MARCH 24th @ Bovine Sex Club - 3TARDS, MR. PLOW
SUNDAY MARCH 26th @ Kathedral, 5:00pm – KNUCKLEHEAD, THE
RIPCORDZ, RANDOM KILLING, THE FALLOUT, THE DIABOLLOCKS,
THE SNOT ROCKETS, THE DECAY
SATURDAY APRIL 1st @ Corktown (Hamilton) – PANTYCHRIST, GUNNAR
HANSEN, HOSTAGE LIFE, THE ANTICS, RIOT BRIGADE
THURSDAY APRIL 6th @ Kathedral - GLOBAL THREAT (from Boston),
DIRTY BIRD
THURSDAY APRIL 6th @ 99 Custer Street (Buffalo) - GORILLA ANGREB
(Denmark), THE BAYONETTES
FRIDAY APRIL 7th / 8th @ Mohawk Place (Buffalo) – “Pain in the Beg Neck
Fest 2” – ANGRY ANGLES, RADIO BEATS, CHEATER SLICKS, and more
TUESDAY APRIL 11th @ Smiling Buddha, 7:00pm - THE HOLY MOUNTAIN,
CONCRETE TANK, ABOUT TO SNAP, SAIGON DISTRESS SIGNAL
FRIDAY APRIL 14th @ Underground (Hamilton) - Joe Strummer tribute
FRIDAY APRIL 14th @ Painted Lady Lounge (Detroit) - ZERO BOYS, 9
SHOCKS TERROR, BILL BONDSMEN
SATURDAY APRIL 15th @ Corktown (Hamilton) - SEXHEAD
SATURDAY APRIL 15th @ the Dungeon (Oshawa) - DAYGLOW
ABORTIONS, ALCOHOLIC WHITE TRASH, OUT OF HAND
SUNDAY APRIL 16th @ Reverb, 5:30pm, All Ages - THE3TARDS, THE
HEATSKORES, PANTYCHRIST, MURDERSQUAD T.O., THE THREAT,
FAMOUS MONSTERS, THE GROOPIES, FRESH MEAT
SUNDAY APRIL 16th @ Studio 3 - SEXHEAD (from Quebec)
SUNDAY APRIL 17th @ the Kathedral - CLIT 45, BRUTAL KNIGHTS, DIE
MANNEQUIN, THE FALLOUT
THURSDAY APRIL 20th @ the Kathedral - THE SUBHUMANS (UK), THE
SAINTE CATHERINES, THE ANTICS, THE BAYONETTES
SATURDAY APRIL 22nd @ Underground (Hamilton) - DAYGLO
ABORTIONS, ALCOHOLIC WHITE TRASH, PANTYCHRIST, RIOT
BRIGADE
FRIDAY MAY 5th @ Underground (Hamilton) - VIBRATORS
SATURDAY MAY 6th @ the Kathedral - THE PROWLERS (from Montreal),
FEAR CITY (from Chicago), DEATH IN CUSTODY (from Detroit), UNION
MADE (from Montreal), SPIT ON YOUR GRAVE (from Baltimore), ANGELS,
SAINTS & HEORES
TUESDAY MAY 16th @ Underground (Hamilton) - MAD CADDIES,
SATANIC SURFERS, LOVED ONES
SATURDAY MAY 27th @ Club Trinport (249 Ossington @ Dundas) - AFTER
THE BOMBS (Montreal), KONTEMPT (Montreal), LEGIONDCLXVI, SAIGON
DISTRESS SIGNAL
WEDNESDAY MAY 31st @ Lee’s Palace - DISFEAR (from Sweden), PHOBIA,
MISERY INDEX
TUESDAY JUNE 6th @ Corktown (Hamilton) - MACHETE 6-6-6

If there is a show that you know about that isn’t on this list, please forward it
onto us at equalizingxdistort@ciut.fm

DOA at Sundance
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